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This paper uses material efficacy as an analytical position to consider how silver helped to
shape large-scale historical trajectories in Iron Age Scotland. Roman silver entered
Scotland as imperial matter beginning in the first century AD and later inspired an
assemblage of indigenous wearable silver in the fourth–fifth centuries. I investigate the
human–silver collaborations involved in the transition from hoarding Roman silver
coins to recycling Roman Hacksilber. By tracing the object trajectory of spiral rings,
I show how silver’s material properties and entanglements played a role in developing
Scotland’s earliest silver products. Around the fourth century, a diversity of spiral
rings was replaced by a specific style of silver spiral finger ring. Silver brought to Iron
Age Scotland by the Romans inspired and afforded individuals in northern Britain a
new and empowering regional socio-political identity. Material efficacy, as explored in
this case study, has relevance beyond Iron Age/Roman studies to any anthropological
investigation of underrepresented human agency.

Introduction

Iron Age (IA) Scotland has long been regarded as a
complex and volatile frontier zone of the Roman
imperial period, making it a fascinating case study
for exploring intercultural interaction. Roman silver
in particular has loomed large in these debates.
While both denarius and Hacksilber hoards have
seen dedicated study, the recycling of Roman silver
into indigenous products during the fourth to fifth
centuries AD has not been as thoroughly explored
(but see Blackwell et al. 2017 and Goldberg 2012).
This paper attends to this period of human–silver
collaboration as a case study for exploring how
things can impact historical trajectories in cross-
cultural contexts. By tracing silver’s influence on
the object trajectory of a particular category of spiral
rings, I explore a pivotal transition from hoarding to
recycling Roman silver. I use material efficacy, a con-
cept developed further below and referring broadly
to an object’s ability to produce effects in collabor-
ation with human actors, as an analytical position
and I draw inspiration from a wealth of scholarly

investigation on Roman silver (Blackwell et al. 2017;
Hunter & Painter 2013; Hunter et al. 2022) to consider
how this material—in addition to humans and insti-
tutions—shaped possibilities for human action and
influenced large-scale historical processes.

Some twentieth-century interpretations viewed
silver denarius hoards as signifiers of Roman military
occupation or barbarian raiding (Robertson 1978)
and Hacksilber hoards as stolen booty ill-treated by
barbarians (Curle 1923, 108–11). Post-colonial cri-
tiques of Roman imperialism (Millett 1990; Woolf
1998) sought more nuanced interpretations of inter-
cultural interaction in northern Britain (Harding
2017; Mattingly 2006) that recognized diverse, loca-
lized indigenous human choices in engaging with
Roman things (Campbell 2018; Hunter 2010; 2013a).
Fraser Hunter (2007c; 2015b) re-interpreted Roman
denarius hoards as donatives given to local leaders
by Roman imperial agents as part of an insidious
imperial diplomatic policy. Late Roman Hacksilber
hoards were argued to be evidence of sophisticated
social and political exchange (Hunter 2013b; Painter
2013; but see Collins 2013). These interpretations
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see Roman silver, denarii most specifically and
Hacksilber to some degree, as an imperial tool that
destabilized northern tribal politics and irreparably
impacted IA Scotland (Blackwell et al. 2017, 26;
Hunter 2015a). This analysis rightly addresses the
inequitable power gap between local communities
and imperial power, but it does so by attributing his-
torical causality only to imperial agents—the source
of the silver—and glosses over the choices of local
entities as if these choices and subsequent socio-
political changes were inevitable reactions within a
historical trajectory triggered by Roman colonization.

I propose another methodological route to
investigating both imperial subjugation and indigen-
ous agency: by granting historical driving power
to things (Van Oyen 2017, 292; Versluys 2014).
Materialist approaches have reimagined Romanization
through human–thing entanglements and used object-
oriented studies to write histories of intercultural inter-
action unfettered by long-standing historical narratives
and assumptions (Joy 2009; Swift 2014; Van Oyen
2016; Versluys 2014). I take inspiration from these
works in seeking to reconsider silver’s role in IA
Scotland. Instead of seeing socio-political transforma-
tions in northern Britain as inevitable due to a trajec-
tory crafted by Roman imperial agents, I explore
how silver itself helped shape these trajectories
through its collaborations with indigenous people.

By taking an object-oriented approach, I aim to
address both imperial subjugation and indigenous
agency (Khatchadourian 2020, 1649, contra Fernández-
Götz et al. 2020, 1631). By focusing on things and
people, I strive to write a history of intercultural
interaction in IA Scotland that recognizes objects as
more than bounded, defined signifiers representative
of an established historical narrative (Van Oyen
2016, 6–9). This approach conceptualizes large-scale
historical processes as consisting of a series of
non-inevitable collaborations between humans and
‘vibrant matter’ (Bennett 2010, 3). Most importantly,
this paper develops the concept of material efficacy
as a methodological tool, ‘not a description of the
real nature of the world’ (per Van Oyen 2017, 2). In
order to study humans and empires ethically, we
must seriously interrogate the efficacy and sub-
sequent impact of the things they collaborated
with. I ask if an object-oriented theoretical and meth-
odological approach to silver can help us better
understand how indigenous Iron Age peoples col-
laborated with this colonial material. I argue that
investigating object efficacy can bring us closer to
detangling subaltern human agency.

By granting material efficacy to silver, I open up
analytical space for indigenous-silver collaboration to

have had as much historical driving power as imper-
ial-silver collaboration in IA Scotland. This paper
explores how Roman silver’s role in IA Scotland
changed over time through Scotland’s earliest indi-
genous silver products. Spiral rings featured pro-
minently in this fourth- to fifth-century silver
assemblage. I seek to understand how silver’s mater-
ial properties and entanglements influenced the
trajectory of this object category and, by extension,
a broader movement toward personal silver adorn-
ment and identity formation in northern Britain.

Iron Age Scotland

During the first to the fourth centuries, communities
in northern Britain inhabited a fluctuating political
landscape under diverse colonial pressures (Breeze
2012; Harding 2017; Hodgson 2017; Mattingly 2006)
and people selectively engaged with Roman material
culture (Hunter 2013a, 17). Settlement studies have
revealed significant social upheaval during this per-
iod. In East Lothian (central lowlands), small
enclosed settlements of the first century AD are diffi-
cult to locate, but there is certainly some coalescence
of society on large hillforts like Traprain Law (Armit
2021; Hunter 2010; 2022c). In northeast Scotland c.
200 AD, there was a massive dislocation from long-
lived open settlements to enclosed forts (Hunter
2019, 60–62; Ralston 2004). Changes in metalwork
accompanied these changes in settlement. An appre-
ciation for materializing one’s identity using copper
alloy (CuA) (and some gold) had just begun to gain
momentum in the first centuries BC/AD (Hunter
2007b, 288; 2015a, 239), but a dramatic rise in diverse
and regionally distinct metalwork occurred around
the Roman period (Armit 2015, 194; Hunter 2007b,
288; 2019, 60–61). Overall, individuals and communi-
ties were re-organizing themselves socially and phys-
ically. A key player in this story of social change is
Roman silver.

Unlike bronze, iron, or gold, which had been
used locally for centuries, silver was quintessentially
Roman (Hunter 2013a, 24–5).1 It first entered
Scotland as Roman soldiers’ payments beginning in
78 AD with Agricola’s conquest, but these coins rarely
made it to indigenous settlements (Blackwell et al.
2017, 11–12). The direct transfer of Roman silver to
indigenous communities came in the form of silver
denarii arriving most likely in large batches c. 160/
180 to 230 AD (Hunter 2015a). By tracing the chron-
ology and regional distribution of denarii hoards,
Hunter (2007b; 2015a) argued that they reflect the
accumulation of diplomatic pay-offs made by the
Roman military to pacify some local leaders and
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isolate others. Accessing silver during this time
meant engaging in Roman diplomacy. Imperial
agents used this leverage to entangle some local lea-
ders in relationships of dependence that disrupted
existing small-scale socio-politics. IA Scotland had
no recognized monetary system in the form of coin-
age and the influx of Roman denarii did not inspire
one (Blackwell et al. 2017, 11). Instead, high-status
individuals might have used Roman silver coins as
a ‘symbol of the empire’s favour’ to legitimize their
power and prestige (Hunter 2013a, 25). Silver coins
were carefully buried, sometimes in their original
container,2 rarely circulated as one-off objects, and
apparently not melted down.3 When these denarii
pay-offs ceased in the early third century (Hunter
2022a, 362), Scotland’s silver flow was briefly cut
off and this likely further enhanced silver’s prestige.

Roman silver once again entered Scotland in the
late third to fifth centuries, this time as Hacksilber.
Hacksilber—cut up or crushed Roman tableware to
be used as bullion—was a common phenomenon
within and outside of the Roman empire from the
second century onward (Painter 2013).4 The absence
of gold hoarding or gold objects in Scotland’s hoards
compared to their marked prevalence in continental
hoards (e.g. Roymans 2017) illustrates a regionally
specific taste for silver (Hunter 2022a, 362–3;
Hunter in press). A lack of one-off Hacksilber finds
suggests that Hacksilber did not circulate independ-
ently; hoards were assembled over several genera-
tions and tapped as a source of raw material
(Hunter 2022a, 372–6; Martin 2013).5 In addition to
Hacksilber, the fourth century saw increased
anti-Roman resistance in some areas and the consoli-
dation of power centres across central lowland and
northeast Scotland (Noble & Evans 2022, 5–9). At
Traprain Law, substantial defensive features were
constructed during the fourth or early fifth century
(Hunter 2022c, 383; Jobey 1976).6 North of the River
Tay, a rapid increase of enclosed settlements under
way by the fifth century indicates the increasing cen-
tralization of power at key defendable centres (Noble
et al. 2013, 1147). In Ireland and Scandinavia too, c.
400 to 600 AD, the construction of hillforts was ‘one
unifying trend deeply implicated in the formation
of new kinds of society’ during the post-Roman per-
iod (Noble et al. 2013, 1145).

Hacksilber and shifting power dynamics in nor-
thern Britain seem to have inspired the recycling of
Roman silver into indigenous objects of personal
adornment in the fourth to fifth centuries. Based on
direct and indirect evidence, Roman silver was
being recycled as early as the late third century in
Atlantic Scotland (Heald 2001, 689), fourth century

in the central lowlands (Blackwell et al. 2017, 69) and
fifth century in northeast Scotland (Cruickshanks &
Noble in press). The earliest silver products are an
assemblage of personal items developed from local
pre-Roman styles with new artistic fusions (Goldberg
2015, 161–3; Youngs 1989, 20). While silver chains
and bangles were often left undecorated to emphasize
silver’s purity as a marker of power,7 penannular
brooches8 and handpins9 were often embellished
with inlays of red enamel or, more rarely, niello.
These materials, patterns, technologies and forms
emerged from intercultural relationships formed
during the culmination of the Roman period in
Britain (Joy 2015, 43; Laing 2005; Youngs 1989,
20–21). Connections between western England,
Scotland and Ireland during the fifth century
show widespread movement of this material
(Hunter 2022b, 389).10 Sites like Traprain Law
played a key role in this developing exchange net-
work (Hunter 2013b, 7). Scotland’s early silver
objects were probably commissioned and enjoyed
by only a few high-status individuals or family
groups, but they assisted in developing a wider art-
istic and socio-political movement in the northern
and western cultural zones of an increasingly
post-Roman world.

Spiral rings (Fig. 1) have a long-lived and enig-
matic object history from the Bronze Age through
the Late IA and are found on sites across western
Europe (Clarke 1971; Déchelette 1910, 315, 352;
Engelhardt 1866, 76; Jope & Wilson 1957). Their
seeming simplicity of form has made them difficult
to date, provenance, typify, or determine uses. In
Britain, spiral rings are mostly associated with IA
sites although there are some Bronze Age examples
from England (Bulleid & Gray 1911, 210–11;
Wheeler 1943, 278–80). In Scotland, they generally
appear to be ‘most common in the last few centuries
BC and first few centuries AD’ (Hunter 2007d, 19).
Spiral rings have been the subject of scholarly
debate concerning migration in Atlantic
Scotland,11 but there has been no recent systematic
study of their development, manufacture and dis-
tribution. Of some 93 spiral rings found in
Scotland, 9 are silver and these have not yet seen
sustained analysis. Thus, spiral rings present a
fruitful case study for exploring the material effi-
cacy of Roman silver and the transition to silver
recycling in IA Scotland.

Material efficacy

Things do not simply represent human messages;
they can be productive themselves by transforming
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or generating social action (Khatchadourian 2016,
57). Jane Bennett (2010) argued that all historical
events are collaborative ventures relying on both
humans and things. She used the term ‘efficacy’ to
describe ‘a power that is less masterful than agency’
(Bennett 2010, 9). Efficacy captures the indirect yet
active ways in which things are generative as they
collaborate with humans, without intent but with
impact, and often in excess of human designs.
Instead of explaining existing material assemblages
as the result of historical events, an object-oriented,
‘non-retrospective’ approach analyses the active role
of things in ‘making history’ (Van Oyen 2016).
Instead of questioning ‘who’ creates effects, we
should explore ‘what’ things do, ‘how’ they do
them and ‘what’ happens as a result (Van Oyen
2016, 9, 131–4). This is particularly important theoret-
ical positioning for interrogating how Roman silver
operated in IA Scotland because it lifts focus off the
Roman empire as the causal source of all historical
processes (Van Oyen 2016, 133).

‘Imperial matter’ encompasses those materials
and things of empire that have political efficacy to
entangle subaltern people and communities within
imperial structures and trajectories (Khatchadourian
2016, 21). Within Lori Khatchadourian’s schema of
imperial matter (2016, 68–77), a certain category of
objects called ‘delegates’—through their ‘material
composition and the practical mediations they help
afford’—entangle imperial subjects in dependencies
that preserve imperial authority and transform peo-
ples’ political and social lives by drawing them into
the politics of empire (2016, 69). Based on Hunter’s
analysis of denarius hoards and the evident social
upheaval in second–third-century Scotland, it
seems clear that silver served imperial agents by
mediating political interactions with local leaders
and drawing IA Scotland’s prestige economy into a
relationship of dependence with Rome. To consider
silver in this way allows for a material-forward
analysis of Roman influence on local communi-
ties. Most importantly, delegates’ ‘continuously
unfolding effects are always in excess of their

assignments’ (Khatchadourian 2016, 69). Their
actions result in unforeseen relationships and out-
comes that transcend their imperial mission. Thus,
considering Roman silver as an imperial delegate
leaves analytical space for silver’s role in IA
Scotland to change over time.

Silver’s efficacy—the combination of its mater-
ial composition and accumulated meanings formed
through entanglements—will have influenced its
own trajectory of use. Some of these material prop-
erties are likely universal affordances of human–sil-
ver relationships that transcend time and place: its
silvery shine, malleability, and suitability for luxury
objects/non-tools.12 In the Roman empire, and espe-
cially in the province of Britain, silver was mainly
used for coinage, elite tableware and, rarely (compared
to copper alloys), for elite jewellery (Baratte 2013, 57;
Blackwell et al. 2017, 11–12; Duncan-Jones 1994,
33–46).13

Scotland’s spiral ring trajectory

This paper traces the ‘object trajectory’ of spiral
rings in Scotland by exploring practices of produc-
tion, use and distribution (as proposed by Van
Oyen 2016, 9, 131) from a long-term perspective
(Bronze Age through Late IA). It explores silver’s
impact on this object category and, by extension,
large-scale historical trajectories. The dataset
includes 93 spiral rings found in Scotland, 64 of
which were made available for study by
National Museums Scotland and the Hunterian
Museum at the University of Glasgow (see
Supplementary material). To add comparative
depth to the Scottish rings analysis, I collected
data on additional rings from Ireland, the Isle of
Man and England. In what follows, I briefly
explore how spiral rings were produced, used
and distributed within Scotland and how these
practices changed over time.14 The main focus is
a typological analysis and investigation of silver’s
material efficacy within the Scottish spiral ring
tradition.

Figure 1. Spiral ring typologies by rod
section shape: (left) circular-sectioned;
(centre) D-shaped section; (right)
rectangular-sectioned. (Centre image ©
National Museums Scotland; left- and
right-hand photographs: author, by kind
permission National Museums
Scotland.)
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Distribution and dating
Using PAS data, online museum databases, archaeo-
logical reports and scholarly publications, I created a
distribution map for spiral rings that shows findspots
across Britain and Ireland (Fig. 2). Within Scotland,
there is a heavy concentration in the central lowlands.
Five sites have especially high numbers of spiral rings
within successive occupation layers, indicating use
over time. Three of these sites occur within the central
lowlands; based on the mixture of both local and
Roman finds, these native settlements were powerful
local centres with elite access to Roman imperial
agents.15 Of these three sites, only Traprain Law
was still occupied by the time Roman silver started
being recycled; it has two silver spiral rings.
Additionally, Edgerston fort in southern Scotland
boasts five CuA spiral rings and Roman finds
(RCAHMS 1956, 225–8). Together, these four sites16

reveal a concentration of spiral rings on high-status
central lowland and southern settlements with con-
nections to Roman imperial agents.

To determine a reliable date range for the spiral
ring tradition in Scotland, I considered only rings
with findspots in a stratigraphic context dated using
radiocarbon or associated finds, then cross-referenced
this information with metal type (Fig. 3).17 Based on
these data, spiral rings were most common in the
first to second centuries AD when all were made of
CuA. The tradition continued to a lesser degree in
the third to sixth centuries, but silver became the
prominent metal. In contrast, English sites support a
CuA spiral ring tradition in the Bronze Age and
there seem to be fewer in circulation during the
Roman period. This refined chronology shows that
spiral rings were an especially popular phenomenon
in Scotland during the early first millennium AD. The
ring findspots in Ireland fall mainly between 300 BC

and AD 500, indicating a shared affinity with the
Scottish spiral ring tradition. All of the Scottish rings
excluded from this refined chronology could fall
within this very wide 200 BC and AD 700 range.

Use
The most commonly assumed function for spiral
rings has been as finger rings, although examples
from contexts across Scotland indicate a wide range
of uses on fingers, toes, footwear, and clothing fas-
teners (Martin 2023; in prep.). Two spiral rings
found on two severed hands buried at the Broch of
Gurness provide direct proof for finger wear
(Hedges 1987, 86–7). In addition, at least eight spiral
rings are compressed on one side as if they were worn
on the same finger and repeatedly rubbed within the
fold of skin between digit and palm (Fig. 4).

To address the question of use, internal diam-
eter measurements for 67 spiral rings were taken
(Fig. 5). In a study of Roman burials, Swift (2017,
165) identified modal averages for the internal diam-
eter of finger rings with central motifs for children
(14 mm) and women (17 mm); rings found in adult
female graves mainly ranged from 13 to 19 mm
while rings found in adult male graves ranged
between 16 and 22 mm. Of the 67 spiral rings mea-
sured for this study, 50 (74 per cent) measured
between 13.1 and 19.0 mm and are thus likely candi-
dates for finger wear. Three spikes in the dataset
might point towards wear by children (14–15 mm),
adult females (16–17 mm) and adult males (18–
19 mm). However, most of the spiral rings fall
between 15 and 19 mm and thus could have been
worn by adult males or females. Furthermore, three
spiral rings found on toe bones have internal
diameters that could also fit fingers: 13 mm in a
female grave at Mine Howe, Orkney (Card 2005)
and 16.2 mm in a male grave at Marshill, Alloa
(Mills 2003). This, and the fact that we do not
know on which fingers spiral rings were worn,
makes it difficult to assign use to a specific group.18

The outliers in this dataset—those of exceptionally
small or large internal diameters—certainly point to
uses other than finger wear, such as footwear
(Hunter 2016, 45–6; Rogers 2016, 46–7; Schweitzer
2005) or composite objects like armlets.

Production
Spiral rings were most likely formed by bending a
cast metal rod around a mandrel and winding it
into multiple spirals. This involved regular anneal-
ing to maintain the metal’s structural integrity and
filing/finishing with tools to smooth off the shape.
Identifying moulds for rods that could become
rings is complicated by the fragmentary nature of
two-part casting moulds. It is also possible that
spiral rings could have been cast in a finished
form using a corrugated mould, although this
seems unnecessarily complicated. While there is
an apparent spiral ring mould from Rhynie,
Aberdeenshire (Cruickshanks & Noble in press),
none of the 93 Scottish spiral rings have connected
sections as would be expected of this technology.
No other sites have yielded any direct evidence
for spiral ring production.

Typologies
The defining typological feature of Scotland’s spiral
rings is the rod section shape: circular, rectangular,
and D-shaped (Fig. 1). Rings without available
section height and thickness measurements were
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Figure 2. Distribution map of spiral rings in Britain and Ireland. *The unidentified rings are those marked on Jope &
Wilson’s 1957 map but which remain unidentified by me. They are included here so as not to skew the distribution away
from southwest England and Wales. (Map: author using GIS online. This map is comprehensive for Scotland and presents
a strong representative number of ring findspots in Ireland and England.)
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categorized by their apparent rod shape so that
90 rings could be included in the typological
analysis.

Both the circular- and rectangular-sectioned
spiral rings include a range of sizes and use on fin-
gers, toes and composite objects. Some are spiralled

Figure 3. Reliable deposition date ranges for spiral rings by findspot. Colours represent gold (orange), silver (blue), and
CuA (red). (Image: author.)
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in a Z direction, others in an S direction. Some are
tightly twisted while others are loose. Terminals
can be cut, tapered and knobbed. Circular-sectioned
rings (29 in total) date mainly to the first–second cen-
turies and are well distributed throughout Scotland,
although there is a notable concentration in the cen-
tral lowlands. Rectangular-sectioned rings (19 in
total) date across the first to fourth centuries and
have a more sporadic, limited distribution across
Scotland (Martin 2023; in prep.).

The 43 D-sectioned rings are more standardized
in form and use. Available internal diameters for 30
D-sectioned rings, tightly ranging between 12.5 and
20 mm, stand out against the overall dataset of 67
available internal diameters (Fig. 5). This size range
implies their use on either fingers or toes: there is
one confirmed toe ring (Alloa) and one certain finger
ring (Gurness). It seems clear that D-sectioned rings
were not worn on composite objects like armlets,
torcs or shoes. The flat interior of D-sectioned rings
would have made them comfortable as finger or
toe rings because they could fit snugly around the
digit while maintaining an appealing curved surface
on the exterior. The distribution of D-sectioned spiral

rings shows continued heavy activity around the
Firth of Forth, but also an intriguing increase in
Orkney and Shetland. D-sectioned rings with reliably
dated findspots indicate a range from 60 BC to AD 600
(Fig. 6), so all three section types were circulating
simultaneously during the first and second centuries.
However, while circular- and rectangular-sectioned
rings largely disappeared by the fourth century,19

the more popular D-sectioned shape endured into
the sixth. Once silver started being used to make
spiral rings, possibly as early as AD 250,20 CuA
D-sectioned spiral rings disappear.

D-sectioned rings can be grouped into two sub-
types: (D1) undecorated rod (21 rings) and (D2) rod
decorated with ribbing (19 rings).21 D2 (ribbed) rings
tend to be slightly larger than D1 (undecorated)
rings in internal diameter. D2 silver rings have an
even tighter range between 15 and 18.5 mm (Fig. 7).
This implies that D-sectioned spiral rings, and per-
haps especially silver ones due to their internal dia-
meters, were most likely worn on fingers, not toes
or composite objects. Reliable deposition dates for
the D1 rings range from 50 BC to AD 300, while D2
rings fall between AD 1 and 600 (Fig. 6). Leckie

Figure 5. Internal diameters of the 30
D-sectioned rings compared against the
entire dataset of spiral rings, with
available measurements. (Image:
author.)

Figure 4. Copper alloy rings with
use-wear on one side (worn-down or
compressed) indicating likely use as
finger rings: (left) from Cleaves Cove,
Ayrshire (NMS X.HM 50) and (right)
from Traprain Law, East Lothian (NMS
X.GVM 140). (Photographs: author, by
kind permission National Museums
Scotland.)
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Broch and Traprain Law have D1 rings in earlier occu-
pation levels and D2 rings in later occupation levels.
Overall, it appears that D1 rings preceded D2 rings

in deposition and most likely in production. Once
D2 ribbing decoration came into use in the first or
second century, it largely replaced D1 rings. And

Figure 7. Comparison of internal
diameter ranges between silver D2, CuA
D1 and CuA D2 rings. (Image: author.)

Figure 6. Reliable deposition date ranges for 29 of the 42 D-sectioned rings. Colour represents silver (blue) and CuA
(red). (Image: author.)
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when silver D2 rings came onto the scene around the
fourth century, they replaced CuA D2 rings.

The ribbing pattern on many rings has been
worn down so much that only notches or small
indentions remain, but these linear patterns were ori-
ginally well-defined and prominently visible on the
exterior surfaces. There are two general forms with
slight variations: a vertical, sometimes angled, rib-
bing pattern (Fig. 8) and a lozenge-and-ribbing pat-
tern (Fig. 9). Both styles run along the exterior of
the rod, usually in the central turn for a complete
spiral. The ribbing may disappear for a space before
taking up again at the ring’s (usually) tapered term-
inals. Where complete, these D2 rings are often made
up of exactly three turns so that the central ribbed
turn is sandwiched by two plain turns and the
tapered terminals align or nearly align. Sometimes,
a single lozenge pattern on an otherwise ribbed
ring is lined up perfectly from one turn to the next
as seen on the Norrie’s Law ring (Fig. 9). This implies
careful planning in decoration and rod length, and a
measurement for the intended wearer’s finger, to
achieve the perfect D2 look.

The ribbing pattern could have been achieved by
casting a metal rod using a ribbed mould, as was done
for brooches and other objects (Heald 2005, 310, 343,
pl. 8). This appears to be the technique used for at
least two CuA rings—one from Hyndford Crannog
(NMS X. HTA 9) (Fig. 10) and one from Edgerston,
Roxburghshire (NMS X. HH 803) examined using a
microscope (Keyence VHX-7000). The very regularly
spaced ribs are somewhat soft/rounded and ribbing

is present on sections of the ring still complete with
a casting ridge. Furthermore, finishing and hammering
marks are visible on top of the cast impressions.

Alternative techniques involved filing or chas-
ing tools. A chasing tool, which pushes the metal
outward on either side into ovular ribs, would create
bolder, sharper impressions than a casting mould. A
filing tool, as tested experimentally in a metalwork-
ing shop,22 would have worked well to carve espe-
cially sharp, deep and roughly defined crevices for
a more dramatic effect, as visible on the Norrie’s
Law (Fig. 10) and Broch of Howe rings. Perhaps sil-
ver’s soft malleability allowed metalworkers to
achieve ribbing more readily, or perhaps the way sil-
ver’s colour captures light inspired more dramatic
ribbing effects. Chasing or filing certainly allowed
more spontaneous creativity than using a prepared
mould. Perhaps this approach was preferred for a
more prestigious style of silver D2 ring commis-
sioned by privileged individuals.

Scotland’s nine silver rings (Table 1), roughly
dated from AD 250 to 600, are the most homogenous
category. The five precisely measured rings have
internal diameters ranging from 15 to 18.5 mm,
which could have fitted adult male or female fingers.
They were made in the D2 style: cast D-sectioned
rod, ribbed in the central turn,23 and spiralled in a
Z direction. The five complete rings all have approxi-
mately three tight turns. This explains why their
reconstructed lengths range from 179 to 214 mm, a
tight grouping compared to CuA rings. Silver spiral
rings were produced according to an established

Figure 8. Vertical or angled ribbing pattern on D2 rings: (left) silver ring from Norrie’s Law, Fife (NMS X.FC 35);
(right) CuA ring from Dùn An Fheurain, Argyll (NMS X. HD 410). (Left: Image © National Museums Scotland. Right:
photograph by author using a Keyence VHX-7000 microscope, by kind permission National Museums Scotland.)
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number of turns. Compared to CuA spiral rings, sil-
ver rings were on average over twice as heavy. This
standardization differs from the broader tradition of
spiral rings. Evidently, sometime in the fourth cen-
tury, D-sectioned (and circular-sectioned)24 spiral
rings as non-homogenous categories were super-
seded by a distinctive style of silver D2 finger ring.

In deposition, the silver rings also bear similar-
ities. They have been found at social centres of power

and within Hacksilber hoards.25 Two fragments and
one complete ring come from the Hacksilber hoard
buried at an ancient monument at Norrie’s Law,
Fife, which is plausably a high-status votive deposit
(Noble et al. 2016, 737). Two rings come from the hill-
fort at Traprain Law in East Lothian. Three rings
come from brochs:26 Clickhimin (Shetland), Howe
(Sanday) and Dun Mor Vaul (Tiree) (Table 1). Both
Clickhimin and Dun Mor Vaul bear indications of

Figure 9. Lozenge-and-ribbing pattern on D2 rings: (left) silver ring from Traprain Law, East Lothian (NMS X.GVM
147); (right) silver ring from Broch of Howe, Sanday (NMS X.GA 1174). (Images © National Museums Scotland.)

Figure 10. Microscopic images of (right) a copper alloy ring with a cast ribbing pattern from Hyndford Crannog,
Lanarkshire (NMS X.HTA 9) and (left) a silver ring with tooled ribbing pattern produced using a filing tool from Norrie’s
Law, Fife (NMS X.FC 35). (Photographs: author using a Keyence VHX-7000 microscope, by kind permission National
Museums Scotland.)
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Table 1. Silver spiral rings of Britain and Ireland. * = Not examined microscopically by this author.

Reference No. Find Spot
Findspot
Type

Region
Date
Range

Turns
Spiral

Direction
Section
Shape

Decoration Resources

NMS
X.GVM 147

Traprain Law,
East Lothian Hillfort

Central
Lowlands,
Scotland

AD 300–450 2 (partial) Z D-sectioned
double-rib and lozenge
pattern on central two
turns

Burley 1956, 173

NMS
X.GVM 153

Traprain Law,
East Lothian Hillfort

Central
Lowlands,
Scotland

AD 300–450 3 (complete) Z D-sectioned
double-rib and lozenge
pattern on central turn
(very worn)

Burley 1956, 173

NMS
X.FC 35

Norrie’s Law,
Largo, Fife

Hacksilber
hoard

Central
Lowlands,
Scotland

AD 450–600 3.2 (complete) Z D-sectioned
ribbed on the central turn
and at one terminal end
(other end reworked)

Anderson 1884, 246,
fig. 12; Blackwell
et al. 2017, 87

NMS
X.FC 84

Norrie’s Law,
Largo, Fife

Hacksilber
hoard

Central
Lowlands,
Scotland

AD 450–600
Fragment

(terminal and
central)

Rectangular
(hammered
flat?)

ribbed at one terminal
end and near the folded,
central section

Anderson 1884, 246,
fig. 12; Blackwell
et al. 2017, 87

NMS
X.FC 123

Norrie’s Law,
Largo, Fife

Hacksilber
hoard

Central
Lowlands,
Scotland

AD 450–600 Fragment
(terminal)

Rectangular
(hammered
flat?)

ribbed at one terminal
end

Anderson 1884, 246,
fig. 12; Blackwell
et al. 2017, 87

NMS
X.GA 1174

Broch of Howe,
Sanday, Orkney Broch Northern

Isles, Scotland AD 300–700 2.9 (complete) Z D-sectioned
double-rib and lozenge
pattern on the central
turn (very worn)

PSAS 1938, 9

Hunterian
A.1965.310

Dun Mor Vaul,
Tiree Broch Atlantic,

Scotland AD 250–350 3 (complete?) Z D-sectioned ribbed on the central turn
and at the terminals

MacKie 1974, 132,
fig. 17, no. 327

Catalogue no.
161

Clickhimin,
Shetland* Wheelhouse Northern

Isles, Scotland
Late Iron
Age 3 (complete) Z D-sectioned

double-rib and lozenge
pattern on central turn
and at terminal ends

Hamilton 1868, 143
& 137, fig. 61,3

Treasure Trove Walls, Shetland* Unknown Northern
Isles, Scotland

Late Iron
Age 3 (complete) S D-sectioned Undecorated (?) Treasure Trove

Record

Catalogue
E56.1712

Newgrange, Co.
Meath*

Votive deposit
at Neolithic
monument

Ireland AD 200–300 2.75 (complete) Z D-sectioned ribbed in the central turn;
very loosely wound

Blackwell et al. 2017,
92–3; Carson &
O’Kelly 1977

Catalogue
E56.947

Newgrange, Co.
Meath*

Votive deposit
at Neolithic
monument

Ireland AD 200–300 3 (complete) Z D-sectioned ribbed in the central turn

Blackwell et al. 2017,
92–3; Carson &
O’Kelly 1977, pl.
VIIIa

PAS,
LON-ECB6AE

Cathedrals,
Southwark* Unknown England 100 BC–AD

800 2.5 (complete) Z Rectangular Undecorated; very
loosely wound

Portable Antiquities
Scheme

PAS,
WMID-24AB05

Tamworth,
Staffs* Unknown England 100 BC–AD

800 2.5 (partial?) S D-sectioned Undecorated; very
loosely wound

Portable Antiquities
Scheme

Wem,
Shropshire*

Hacksilber
hoard England AD 400–500 3 (complete) S Circular

Undecorated; very
loosely wound (bent out
of shape?)

White et al. in press
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high status in their architecture, non-ferrous metal-
working and unusually high concentrations of
imported Roman goods (Hamilton 1968; MacKie
1974). Silver spiral rings have only turned up in well-
connected spaces of power. Owning anything silver
must have marked out an individual as well con-
nected and wealthy during the IA. The extreme use-
wear visible on these silver rings also indicates that
they were well loved for many years, perhaps gen-
erations. Although it is possible that the material
resistance of CuA rings made them more hard-
wearing, in general CuA D2 do not seem to have
been worn to such an extreme. Furthermore, they
were not exclusively found in deposition contexts
associated with power through structures and materi-
als and this might indicate a wider social distribution.

Beyond Scotland, there are only two examples of
D2 silver spiral rings (Table 1), both from a collection
of exotic material deposited near a Neolithic tomb in
Newgrange, Ireland. These rings—and other silver
items with shared decorative motifs—indicate strong
links between Scotland and Ireland during this period
(Goldberg 2015, 156). Three silver spiral rings are
known to this author from England, but they are styl-
istically different from the Scottish rings and from one
another (Table 1). Clearly, the distribution of D2 silver
spiral rings skews heavily toward Scotland and the
Newgrange rings are probably exports. One English
ring—found in the Wem (Shropshire) Roman
Hacksilber hoard (White et al. in press)—parallels the
Scottish silver spiral rings in its find circumstance,
but does not share the ribbing pattern or tightly spir-
alled structure. However, its fifth-century date and
location in western England suggests that this ring
probably circulated within the same silver economy
developing on the outskirts of the empire during
and after the decline of Roman rule in Britain.

Discussion

Silver’s early form as coinage and its role as a Roman
imperial delegate impacted its trajectory of use.
Roman denarius hoards were preserved en masse.
Coins were probably considered a special category
of foreign objects, prestigious and ‘restricted to cer-
tain formalized social and religious contexts’
(Marzinzik 2022, 406). If Roman goods could be
used locally to legitimize social status, then trans-
forming coins into something less Roman would
have negated their local relevance. Hacksilber inspired
new human–object collaborations. Hacksilber
embodied a socially relevant and obviously divisible
medium that encouraged recycling. Hacked, folded
and crumpled objects might have showcased silver’s

malleability and thus motivated local people to want
to work it. Certain existing conditions of possibility
—local technical skill in casting and finishing
bronze27 as well as a tradition of wearable metal-
work28—meant that silver could find relevance and
purpose in IA society as prestige jewellery.29 Its rela-
tive scarcity in the region probably contributed to its
locally specific prestige.30

The trajectory of spiral rings in IA Scotland
showcases how silver’s material efficacy played out.
One of silver’s most poignant attributes was its col-
our, desirable even at the expense of metal purity.
The nearly complete replacement of copper alloy
spiral rings with silver ones and the contemporan-
eous development of tinned CuA objects on related
fourth- to fifth-century objects within the northwest
exchange zone (Blackwell et al. 2017, 139; Gavin
2013, 435) indicates that people desired to appear sil-
very, even if their personal adornment was not truly
made of silver. Perhaps tinned objects masqueraded
successfully alongside silver objects, bringing status
to their wearers in a similar way. The higher percen-
tages of tin in indigenous silver objects of the fifth to
seventh centuries (Troalen & Lang 2022, 318) might
indicate that a few tinned objects were recycled,
whether accidentally or purposefully, along with
high-purity Roman silver (Martin Goldberg, pers.
comm. 2023). Evidently, silver’s material power
stemmed not only from its precious metal content
but also from its visual identity. Silver’s colour had
come to be associated with power, much as the
second-century BC influx of gold coins and torcs cul-
tivated a desire for yellow-gold-coloured metal
objects at the expense of gold purity in southern
England (Creighton 2000, 41).

Silver’s weightiness was an affordance in that it
felt more impressive; it carried its power more so than
CuA. Such heavy silver rings felt more satisfying on
one’s finger than lighter CuA rings. One need only
look at the massive silver chains above to note that
weight was a valuable feature of silver’s prestige.
Both the silver chains and the spiral finger rings
developed out of indigenous IA traditions. Perhaps
silver brought added weight (literal and figurative)
to reimagining these ancient traditions.

The visual complexity of metalwork meant to
adorn individual bodies has been identified as a cru-
cial and continuous characteristic of the early
European visual world (Wells 2008, 42–84). Silver’s
particular material properties afforded and inspired
new such devices and possibilities beyond existing
metalworking traditions in IA Scotland. CuA ribbed
rings disappeared abruptly with the introduction of
ribbed silver rings. The patterns on silver rings are
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more technologically complicated and they were prob-
ably applied post casting. Maybe silver’s glittering,
bright surface colour allowed traditional ribbing pat-
terns to stand out more prominently than on CuA
rings. Perhaps revising the technology used to create
the ribbing pattern was somehow a result of silver’s
material properties; or the technology itself was
inspired by silver’s prestige. Whatever the reason,
silver stimulated more material embellishment and a
meaningful standardization of the spiral ring tradition.

In addition to its material properties, silver car-
ried an association with Roman-ness due to its diplo-
matic entanglement. And yet, silver’s use in local
prestige goods implies that it could play two roles
at once. It could convey power without demanding
Roman-ness. It was a malleable entity that privileged
persons could collaborate with to negotiate a new
sense of identity. This holds true for the entire assem-
blage of wearable silver that developed during the
fourth to fifth centuries in northern Britain (see
above), but it is directly traceable here in the trajec-
tory of spiral finger rings. Around the fourth century,
a diversity of spiral rings was replaced by a very spe-
cific style of silver D2 spiral finger ring.

In Scandinavia, gold snake-headed rings devel-
oped as insignia for the uppermost elites and visual
markers of elite alliances, possibly as counterparts
to Roman ‘dona militaria’ (Jørgenson & Peterson
1998, 160–61; Reiersen 2018, 31). In mid second-
century southern Britain, two types of snake-headed
ring became popular in both silver and gold; this
regional variant of a long-lived snake jewellery trad-
ition found elsewhere in the empire probably reflects
the development of particular Roman religious prac-
tices in the province (Cool 2000; Johns 1997). Bezelled
and enamelled CuA rings in IA Scotland have also
been interpreted as a response to Roman ring-
wearing traditions (Hunter 2006, 152; 2019, 97).
Scottish silver D2 rings were another regionally dis-
tinct collaboration between people and things that
developed in conversation with the Roman world.
This might partially account for the heavy concentra-
tion of early CuA spiral rings and early silver spiral
rings in the volatile, cross-cultural zone of the central
lowlands. As silver already marked out a person of
rare status on Roman sites in northern Britain,31 the
development of silver D2 rings as a distinct category
for indigenous elite wear might be an aggrandized
adaptation of this Roman tradition.

Silver was possibly unique among other Roman
goods that could only denote a one-sided association
with Rome. Coins could not circulate as currency
without imperial structure, and they failed to draw
northern communities into a Roman monetary

system. Pottery, once broken, could be transformed
into smaller, everyday objects (i.e. spindle whorls)
in a fragmentary state but it could not be truly
re-made. Accessing more coins and pottery was con-
tingent upon a good relationship with Roman agents.
Hacksilber—partially because it demanded no cultur-
ally sanctioned connotations for use—could be more
than Roman. It is significant that Hacksilber was not
recycled to replicate tableware or money (Roman
preferences). Instead, silver inspired a pointedly
local and innovative style of elite jewellery.

Recycling Roman silver into distinctly indigen-
ous wearable wealth was thus a crucial material–
human collaboration, a statement in moving beyond
old patterns of Roman–indigenous politics. D2 silver
spiral finger rings actively proclaimed a new, region-
ally specific identity beginning around the fourth
century. In fact, these spiral rings might have played
a directly assistive role in developing the broader
assemblage of wearable silver. The spiral ring form
has deep roots in northern Britain, along with hand-
pins (Youngs 2016, 307–8). A few tantalisingly early
possible deposition dates for silver rings (Dun Mor
Vaul and Traprain Law) also could pre-date other
early silver products. Perhaps spiral rings were not
just amongst the first silver products in IA
Scotland, but the first. If people were just starting to
experiment with silver-working, it would make
sense to select a local and relatively simple form
which required a low volume of silver material.

The dataset of Scottish silver spiral rings is small
and any interpretation of their development and
impact demands caution. However, when consid-
ered within the larger context of indigenous silver
in Iron Age Scotland, silver’s efficacy remains con-
vincingly impactful. Scotland’s early silver products
together made up an assemblage of wearable
power which privileged persons could use to draw
attention to themselves and enchant viewers. Silver
also allowed people in northern Britain to distinguish
themselves from other socio-political groups. Irish
metalwork in around AD 250–650 shared many com-
monalities in material and style with Scotland, but
the Irish silver products were fewer and less pure
(Goldberg 2015, 156–7). Most of the Scottish hand-
pins have a high percentage of silver while the Irish
pins have a little less silver (Youngs 2016, 306), per-
haps resulting from richer Roman diplomatic endea-
vours in Scotland. The Germanic groups who settled
in England during the fifth–seventh centuries pre-
ferred fine gold objects (Goldberg 2015, 168). Even
when using silver for the body of an object, it was
often covered with gold to imitate gold’s appearance.
Gold was also the metal of choice in Scandinavia for
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snake-headed rings. In contrast, silver reigned
supreme in Scotland. This selectivity cannot solely
be attributed to material availability as the region
had known gold before Roman occupation. Instead,
silver’s power and prestige were directly due to its
collaborations with indigenous groups, initially as
an imperial delegate and later as a transformative
ally.

By wearing silver rings made from recycled
Roman silver but designed to display local artistic
preferences, individuals in northern Britain could
demonstrate their connectedness to the wider
world, display their wealth on a local level and
define their regional identity in contrast to other
‘less silvery’ socio-political groups. These were cru-
cial affordances for an emergent aristocracy of
larger-scale leaders in northern Britain (Hunter
2019, 63) and the northwest exchange zone (Gavin
2013, 433). In other words, silver was not just central
to what this new socio-political identity looked like;
it helped forge that identity. Silver’s efficacy created
the conditions under which that identity could be
made visible by humans. Silver was not just a tool,
but itself a generator of social change. This silvery
identity and the accompanying socio-political changes
were not inevitable or attributable solely to Roman
interference, but can be better understood as the result
of indigenous human–silver collaborations.

An interesting point of comparison to silver are
Roman glass drinking vessels. Dominic Ingemark
(2014, 236–8) argued that native elites in IA
Scotland used glass vessels to perform their social
and political superiority through pointedly Roman
behaviours (albeit reinterpreted to a certain degree).
Silver spiral rings seem to reflect a more transforma-
tive, purposefully and uniquely indigenous ‘post’ or
‘beyond’ Roman northern identity. As Roman drink-
ing vessels and early indigenous silver jewellery cir-
culated together in the fourth and fifth centuries,
these two contradictory yet complementary colla-
borations with Roman imperial things illustrate the
multifaceted processes of becoming undertaken
within this cross-cultural context.

To ignore silver’s efficacy risks seeing changes
in socio-politics and material culture in IA Scotland
as inevitable steps within an historical narrative of
disruptive Roman colonization. It risks seeing the
metalwork itself as passively representative of social
change or cemented categories of identity, which in
turn places agency only on imperial agents and
events as the causal means by which such change
developed in IA Scotland. Granting material efficacy
to silver provides an analytical access point for
exploring the diverse and fascinating ways in

which indigenous people played a role in these his-
torical processes by wrestling out new collaborative
ventures with imperial things. Effective object-
oriented methodologies need not overshadow
human actors, but instead work best when they
mutually shed light upon one another’s impact.

Notes

1. The one piece of (Gaulish) pre-Roman silver in IA
Scotland could be a modern loss (Hunter 2013a, 24).

2. One of the denarius hoards at Birnie was buried in a
Roman leather bag (Hunter 2007c). The Falkirk
hoard was found in a Roman pot (NMS X.FR 483;
X.FR 482). For further discussion, see Hunter 2007a.

3. There is currently no indication of the melting of silver
or gold before AD 300 (Heald 2005, 68). While locally
made gold products imply native gold-working activ-
ity, there are no such local silver products until the
fourth century.

4. For interpretations of Roman Hacksilber in Scotland,
see Hunter & Painter 2013 and Hunter et al. 2022.

5. See also Hobbs 2013 for a review of stray silver finds
in southern Britain.

6. Similar evidence for re-establishment might be present
at Edinburgh Castle hill, Eildon Hill and Dumbarton
Rock, but these sites have not seen the same level of
excavation to support this securely (Hunter 2010, 96).

7. For chains, see Blackwell et al. 2017, 102; Youngs 2013.
For bangles, see Blackwell et al. 2017, 79.

8. See Booth 2014, 300–302; Fowler 1960, 153; Hunter
2009; Youngs 2013, 416.

9. See Heald 2001, 690; Youngs 1989, 22–3; 2016, 305–10.
10. See Booth 2014, 302; Fowler 1960, 153; Gavin 2013,

434; Youngs 2016, 307 for specific object types.
11. See Clarke 1971; Jope & Wilson 1957; Lane 1987;

MacKie 1971.
12. See Sherratt 2018 for a detailed discussion of silver’s

appeal throughout human history. For an example in
ancient West Mexico, see Hosler 1995.

13. In Cool’s (2000) study of 700 first- to second-century
finger rings found in southern Britain, 10 per cent
(32) were silver.

14. A more detailed study specifically of the Scottish
copper alloy spiral rings is in preparation.

15. Hyndford crannog: Cavers 2010; Munro 1899; Leckie
Broch: MacKie 2016 and Traprain Law: Hunter 2022c.

16. The fifth site with an especially high number of spiral
rings is Clickhimin, Shetland (Hamilton 1968).

17. Due to a lack of evidence for silver-working in
Scotland pre-AD 300 (Heald 2005, 68) but a possible
late third-century deposition date for one silver ring
from Dun Mor Vaul (MacKie 1974, 132–3), this
study considers all Scottish silver rings to be no
older than c. 250 AD. This remains a circular argument
and needs to be consistently reassessed with future
research on silver-working and metal composition
studies. Where CuA rings have been analysed, the
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presence of Zn indicates an AD 80 or later date
(Dungworth 1995). These parameters excluded 30
of the 93 rings for dating consideration.

18. Roman depictions generally show rings occur on the
smaller third and fourth fingers (Swift 2017, 159), but
this cannot be assumed for indigenous spiral rings.

19. The two circular-sectioned exceptions are gold rings
from Buiston Crannog and probably Anglo-Saxon
products (Munro 1882, 228–9, figs 244–5; Crone
2000 for site).

20. See note 17.
21. The ribbing tradition distinct to D-sectioned rings is

found on four (possibly) rectangular-sectioned rings.
These require further analysis to understand their rela-
tionship to the D-sectioned ribbing tradition.

22. Experimental ring-making undertaken in collabor-
ation with Maciek Sankowski (Glasgow, UK).

23. The Shetland find; was not available for close study.
24. A few rectangular-sectioned rings might have contin-

ued to be made in CuA (often containing Zn) but
never in silver. These rectangular-sectioned rings
seem to have been less often used as finger rings.

25. For source material, see Table 1.
26. Brochs are drystone hollow-walled structures, charac-

teristic of the Iron Age in northern and Atlantic
Scotland. They had defensive, cultural and social
affordances.

27. The technical differences in working with silver ver-
sus bronze were probably negligible and thus pro-
vided little barrier to local metalsmiths.

28. Heald (2005, 3) concluded that non-ferrous metal-
work played a crucial role in socio-politics through-
out the Scottish Iron Age.

29. Noble et al. (2016, 737) argued that metalworking
helped create and support elite identities in the
post-Roman period at Pictish hillforts.

30. There is currently no published evidence for a contin-
ued influx of silver into IA Scotland after Roman con-
tacts with Britain declined in the early fifth century.

31. Silver brooches make up only 1.2 per cent of all
Roman brooches known from Scotland (Blackwell
et al. 2017, 16, no. 4).
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